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Fishermans Bend Planning Review Panel
Request to be heard?: No
Precinct: General
Full Name:

Kerrin Wilson

Organisation:

No

Affected property:
Attachment 1:
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Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Comments:

I have broken my submission into distinct areas for ease: TRANSPORT PLANNING A
multi-level car space adjacent to each of the Sport and Recreation Hubs. 80% of all
journeys to 'club' sport will not take sustainable modes of transport. ie a family
driving from St Kilda for a Saturday morning soccer club away match. Plan for the
TWO train lines and plan to implement both over time. Already now, peak hour key
arterials are clogged. Add 80,000 new resident and 80,000 new jobs and it will be
gridlock. Peak hour ferries will free up the roads. The Yarra is under-utilised in your
plan. You are introducing new laneways to link to the Yarra so more boating
transport makes sense A community bus that can be booked for group trips instead
of loads of people driving into the area. eg could collect workers from employment
precinct at weekday lunchtimes and drop them at South Melbourne Market or Bay St
etc and then bring them back 1 hour later. Win:Win if there is an event planned at
one of the hubs in the evening, a free community bus could collect people from an
area or station or tram stop to encourage people to leave their cars at home WASTE
Sufficient bins and dog bins and doggy bags Sufficient clearing/refilling timetable
BEAUTY Instead of bus stops have community stops. They function as bus stops but
are planned to be larger and offer a nice space to residents. Extend the paving and
seating and planting so that people who are walking can gather, meet, rest there.
Have bins and water fountains at every community stop. Have an overall umbrella
signage for the entire FB. eg Toorak has the fancy metal original white signs (see
attached) Obviously, we need to pick an appropriate and relevant style Overall
streetscape style for each precinct SUSTAINABILITY Rooftop agriculture -offer
developers some incentives/reductions etc in building in which the rooftop is not
going to be used Utilise any dead space for planting

